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A Two Day Workshop on “Train the Trainer” organized by department of English was held at Madanapalle Institute 
of Technology & Science during 24-25 Feb 2015. The program commenced at 09.30 am with welcome address by 
Dr. G. Hampamma, Vice Principal. Dr. R. Tulasiram Naidu, Head of the Humanities Department and Dr. A. Sudhakar 
Reddy, Head of the Mathematics Dept were present during the inaugural address. Totally 21 members participated 
in the workshop from different places & colleges. The dignitaries expressed their views towards the workshop and 
they highlighted the importance of learning and updating their knowledge towards the requirement of the 
industry.  
 
Day 1 session started at 9.30 A.M by Mr. Siraj focusing on the basic elements of presentations, like ice breakers 
and expectation survey. He emphasized on how to initiate the talk or a presentation using ice breakers which put 
audience with ease. He also gave deep insights into expectation survey which is key element of training schedule, 
as it enables the trainers to know the expectations of audience and the needs to be catered to them. The Tea 
Break was followed by session II. It was conducted by Ms. N.S Anitha. She explained different types of Learners and 
how to design a Training Programme based on the requirement of target audience. Lunch Break was given from 
1.30 P.M to 2.15P.M. 
 
Session III was conducted by Mr. Vijayanand, on the Presentation skills for trainers, which are prerequisite criteria 
for any trainer. Session IV was conducted by Mr. Siraj on the presentation Skills for the trainers and the activities to 
be followed during the training to handle the audience with outmost comfort. 
 
On Day II Session V, was conducted by Ms. N.S. Anitha on the Games to be conducted during the training 
programme for the audience. These enable them to learn the group dynamics and other personality traits as part 
of their learning. Individually they equip the skills which are significant to be a good trainer. Tea Break was given 
and session VI started by Mr. Siraj,  on the Group games to be conducted during the training programme for the 
trainers in order to equip them to handle huge participants in training. The group games make the audience to 
learn things with enthusiasm. Lunch Break was given from 1.30 P.M to 2.15P.M. 
 
Session VI started by Mr. Vijayanand and he conducted the session on Training Methodology –Instruments for 
training and videos in training. This is key factor of training methodology, because it plays a major role in 
facilitating training with effective results. Tea Break was given and the Session VIII was conducted by Ms. N.S. 
Anitha, on the training Evaluation and Conclusion & Feedback. This is a major part of training to evaluate the 
objective of training and to conclude it with a good summary of the learnt information. Feedback is a final strategy 
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of completing the training with questionnaires or oral interaction with target people. The workshop was ended 
with the valediction by Principal Dr. C. Yuvaraj. 
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